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ON AIR & ONLINE 
Outbreak Wisconsin: Facing Another Day 
What is it like to finish a shift in the emergency room at 3:30 a.m? How 
does it feel to finally get some long-awaited financial relief? Follow the 
joys and challenges of a few Wisconsin residents as they navigate life 
during the coronavirus pandemic in the series Outbreak Wisconsin. 

Outbreak Wisconsin is a collaborative project by Wisconsin Watch and 
WPR. It starts with audio diaries from Madison emergency room nurse 
Mariah Clark (pictured), and bartender Amy Moreland, Their stories will 
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air periodically, along with other content online. Read and listen for a 
personal view of the pandemic and its impact. More stories coming soon. 

Find more Outbreak Wisconsin stories here. 

 

 
WPR/D. Kaeding 

Wisconsin In National Spotlight In Wake 
Of Supreme Court Ruling 
The Wisconsin Supreme Court ruling on May 13 overturning the 
extension to the state’s Safer At Home order put eyes on Wisconsin as 
the nation grapples with this stage of the coronavirus pandemic. WPR’s 
capitol bureau chief Shawn Johnson spoke to NPR to explain the 
ramifications of the court's decision. You also heard Rob Mentzer, WPR’s 
rural communities reporter on NPR, talking about the ways residents and 
businesses reacted to the sudden overturning of restrictions. 

Now that Wisconsin and many other states are lifting or revising stay-at-
home orders, restrictions may vary widely by locale. You can find WPR’s 
list of current county-by-county coronavirus-related restrictions here. 
NPR lists up-to-date guidelines of restrictions state-by-state at npr.org. 
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Pictured: Tina Breimon, bartender and manager of Izzy's Bar in Superior, 
hangs up a sign May 14 that says, "Welcome Back." 
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BEHIND THE SCENES 
Join Us In Celebrating WPR's Award-
Winning Reporters 
From trains to turtles, WPR’s news, digital, special projects and regional 
content garnered more than 33 awards for outstanding work this past 
year.  

WPR's special projects team earned multiple honors for the podcast 
“Derailed” and for the series on Wisconsin’s relationship with alcohol, 
"High Tolerance.” The Radio Television Digital News Association honored 
the “Wisconsin Life” documentary “Classroom Frequency.” The high 
school students that took part in the piece are pictured above, on a visit 
to WPR’s Buck Studio last year. 

You can read or listen to all our award-winning stories here, including 
this story about saving turtles from becoming roadkill with an innovative 
highway underpass. 
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WPR 

Remembering WPR Music Host Robert 
Russell 
Robert Russell, longtime classical music host for WPR, died March 29 at 
Meriter Hospital in Madison after a long illness. A New York native, 
Russell came to WPR in 1977.  He was host of “Morning Concert,” 
“Tonight at Eight,” and “Sunday Afternoon Live from the Elvehjem.”  He 
retired from WPR in 1995. 

Jim Fleming, who worked with Russell as a fellow classical music host 
and later as program director of WPR, said Russell’s knowledge of music 
was extraordinary. “Robert was one of a kind,” said Fleming. “He was 
passionate about music.  He told stories about the music that made you 
want to know more.” 

Read more about Robert Russell. 
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AROUND WISCONSIN 
Sign Up For WPR's Free Virtual Run - The 
Beethoven's 5th 5K 
Celebrate the power of music with WPR's virtual Beethoven's 5th 5K 
Run/Walk/Roll this June. Whether you're a seasoned runner or just 
looking for a fun, healthy outdoor activity, this virtual race lets you go at 
your own pace on your own schedule, wherever you are. No crowds, no 
parking, no official starting line. All ages and abilities are welcome to 
participate. 

All you need to do is sign up, map your route, download Beethoven's 5th 
Symphony and get moving between June 13 and 20. Registration is free, 
though you can support WPR by ordering our fun and funky t-shirt. Find 
details here. 
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Courtesy of Make Music Milwaukee 

A Worldwide Celebration - Make Music 
Day Is June 21 
Hear music, make music, and celebrate musicians! Sunday, June 21 is 
Make Music Day across Wisconsin and around the world. Wisconsin 
communities, including Madison, Milwaukee, Green Bay, Spring Green, 
River Falls, Land O’Lakes and many more, are organizing free Make 
Music Day performances this year. Musicians of all stripes, from school 
kids to professional ensembles, play in parks and on street corners, from 
porches or streamed from living rooms. Make Music Day is a tribute to 
the importance of music in our lives. 

Visit makemusicday.org/wi to find concerts happening near you. 

 
SOUNDBITES 
Introducing New Host Of "1A" 
NPR’s “1A,” the daily show named for the First Amendment, has found a 
new host. Jenn White, an acclaimed podcaster and host of a midday talk 
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show on WBEZ in Chicago, will take over “1A” beginning in July. Listen to 
"1A" weekdays at 1 p.m. on The Ideas Network. 

 
WPRA Board To Meet 
The Wisconsin Public Radio Association Board of Directors will consider 
amendments to its bylaws during its May 20 board meeting. Visit 
wpra.org for more information. 

 
Solace Of Nature 
Birds calling, leaves rustling, water flowing over stones. Check out this 
recent episode of “To The Best Of Our Knowledge” for a sonic guide to 
finding solace in nature. 
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Listen to The Ideas Network 

Listen to NPR News & Classical Music 

Donate Now 
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